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Single BOB Light D840 / D841

Important: It is mandatory that any connection to the main electricity supply shall be 
made by a qualified electrician!
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Parts included in Single BOB Light package D840 / D841

Optional Extension cord 1,5m Wieland/EU socket included if ordered
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It is preferable to be at least two persons helping with the assembly. Start by loosening 
cable tensioner at the lower end of the BOB Light frame with a phillips screwdriver.
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Attach the lamp head to the electrical cord by pressing the male and female fittings into 
place. Notice that the male and female fits only when aligned to match. There should be a 
”Click” sound when connected correctly. 
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Attach the lamp head to the lamp frame. First adjust the cord from the cord tensioner at the 
bottom of the lamp frame. Then at the top there is a notch in the threading and a matching 
notch in the lamp head. Align the notch and the treading and tighten the thread as much as 
possible.
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Tighten the cord tensioner at the bottom of the lamp frame.  

Next step is to attach the BOB Lamp to the BOB Module.  
Place the BOB Module so that the plastic female fittings in facing you. Align the Bob Light to 
The BOB Module so that the bottom 2 holes of the BOB Light align with the pre-made holes 
of the BOB module. The top fitting of the BOB Light should align with the plastic female 
fitting of the BOB Module like the picture below.
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Bring the 3 screws and 3 metal washers that is included in the BOB Light package and a 
phillips screwdriver. Place the metal washers between the BOB Light and BOB Module and 
screw the 3 screws to place. 
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BOB Sofa main assembly guide can be found here - www.blastation.com/bob-instructions

Correctly assembled and attached BOB Light to the BOB module to the left. Just continue to 
build the BOB Sofa with the next module as normal (metal male to plastic female fitting) 
with the BOB Lamp attached as seen to the right.
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Double BOB Light D842
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D842
  BOB Module Not Included

Important: It is mandatory that any connection to the main electricity supply shall be 
made by a qualified electrician!
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Parts included in Double BOB Light package D842

Optional Extension cord 1,5m Wieland/EU socket included if ordered
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It is preferable to be at least two persons helping with the assembly. Start by connecting 
the two BOB Light frames with the included metal bridge and two phillips screws, one for 
each side.
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Loosen the cable tensioner at the lower end of each BOB Light frame with a phillips 
screwdriver. You might need to turn the frame to access the cable tensioner on the opposite 
side
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Connect and secure the two BOB Light frames further by screwing two of the included 
phillips screws through the bottom fittings of both frames, one screw for each side.

Attach the lamp head to the electrical cord by pressing the male and female fittings into 
place. Notice that the male and female fits only when aligned to match. There should be 
a ”Click” sound when connected correctly. 
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Attach the lamp head to the lamp frame. First adjust the cord from the cord tensioner at the 
bottom of the lamp frame. Then at the top there is a notch in the threading and a matching 
notch in the lamp head. Align the notch and the treading and tighten the thread as much as 
possible.

Connect the lamp head for the opposite BOB Light in the same way, then tighten each cord 
tensioner at the bottom of the lamp frames.  
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Next step is to attach the BOB Lamp to the BOB Module.  
Place the BOB Module so that the metal male fittings in facing you. Align the Bob Light to 
The BOB Module so that the bottom 2 holes of the BOB Light align with the pre-made holes 
of the BOB module. The top fitting of the BOB Light should align above the metal male fitting 
of the BOB Module like the picture below.
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Bring the 4 screws that is included and a phillips screwdriver. Screw the 4 screws to place, 
2 at the bottom and 2 at the top. No washer needed.

Correctly assembled and attached Double BOB Light to the BOB module. Just continue to 
build the BOB Sofa with the next module as normal (metal male to plastic female fitting) 
with the BOB Lamp attached. You have to lift the module with the BOB Light to mount it to 
the next module.

BOB Sofa main assembly guide can be found here - www.blastation.com/bob-instructions
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